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Consumers who purchase ice makers – 
affluent adults – prefer KitchenAid® Clear 
Ice. As you can see, KitchenAid ice cubes 
are favored for their many premium 
qualities and their versatility for everyday 
ice needs.

Pellet-shaped “nugget ice” is a fad 
among lower-income consumers. Note 
that nugget ice is used for infrequent 
purposes that do not require an ice 
maker purchase. 

The research* makes it clear. KitchenAid® 
Clear Ice is preferred over nugget ice.

KITCHENAID 
CLEAR ICE
IS PREFERRED

OVER 
NUGGET ICE

THE CHOICE IS CLEAR

ICE MAKERS:  
KITCHENAID® CLEAR ICE VS. NUGGET ICE

*  Smith-Dahmer/Whirlpool Ice Leadership – Consumer Assessment Research, November 15, 2010
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Preferred by low-income consumers

Preferred by young adults

Fits in water bottle

Chewing

Ice packs

Making blender drinks

Entertaining with bed of ice

NUGGET ICE

Preferred by high-income consumers

Preferred by older adults

Clarity (clear cubes)

Fits favorite glass

New and different

Melt rate  
(won’t water down beverages too fast)

Gets drinks colder faster

Versatile, everyday use

With water

With soda/pop

With juice

Alcohol on the rocks

Entertaining with beverages

With mixed drinks

KITCHENAID® CLEAR ICE
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EXCEPTIONAL WARRANTY

CLEAR ICE  
THAT’S ALWAYS READY

THE MAKING OF KITCHENAID® CLEAR ICE CUBES 

®Registered trademark/™ Trademark/the shape of the stand mixer 
is a registered trademark of KitchenAid, U.S.A. © 2011. All rights reserved.
Specifications are subject to change without notice.
7453dZw0112

Nobody knows the kitchen like KitchenAid.

For consumers who frequently entertain and 
need more ice than what their refrigerator’s 
freezer provides, KitchenAid® Ice Makers have  
a 35-pound storage capacity.* When Max Ice  
is selected, these ice makers produce up to  
50 pounds of ice per 24 hours. 

The premium quality and performance of 
KitchenAid® Ice Makers are backed with a  
three-year limited warranty on parts and labor, 
and a fourth-through-fifth year limited warranty 
on sealed refrigeration-system parts.

1. Low-Mineral Sheet of Ice

As water flows over the ice maker’s freezing plate, it freezes in layers and forms an ice 
sheet. The water that freezes is pure, while water containing minerals drips off the ice 
sheet. The result is a crystal clear, low-mineral sheet of ice (rather than the white, cloudy 
ice made by other brands).

2. Sheet of Ice is Divided into Cubes

Once the sheet of ice reaches the perfect thickness, it slides onto a cutter grid. The sheet 
is divided into the crystal clear, perfectly shaped and sized cubes of ice consumers prefer.

3. Bin is Stocked

The newly-divided ice cubes fall into the ice maker’s storage bin. When the bin is full,  
the ice maker shuts off until more ice is needed.

* Models KUIC18PNXS, KUIS18PNXW, KUIC18NNXS and KUIS18NNXS
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